Position: Air Quality Engineer – Entry-level

Our air quality engineers support industry in the process that is required to obtain permits to construct and operate sources of air pollution. The business is driven by the Federal Clean Air Act and State air quality regulations. Work includes performing air emission inventories, conducting air pollution control technology evaluations, preparing air permit applications, database management, calculation of air pollutant source emissions using EPA procedures, regulatory analysis and technical report preparation. Other assignments build off of this background, for example due diligence and expert witness testimony. Much of our work is in the power industry. Travel to plant sites to gather information and discuss permitting strategy is part of most projects. Our home office in Westford, MA provides these services globally. This is an excellent opportunity to become part of a dynamic air quality engineering team with competitive salary and benefits.

Send resume and transcript to:

Brian Stormwind
Manager, Air Quality Engineering & Studies Environment
AECOM
2 Technology Park Drive
Westford, MA 01886-3140

D 978.589.3154
C 978.496.7860
Brian.Stormwind@ae.com